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Background: The inter-alpha-trypsin inhibitor heavy chain 4 (ITIH4) may regulate immunity and inflammation. The current study 
was conducted to determine its role as a biomarker for reflecting the severity and predicting outcomes of intracerebral hemorrhage 
(ICH).
Methods: In this prospective cohort study, 185 patients with supratentorial ICH were enrolled, among whom 62 had blood obtained 
not only at admission but also on days 1, 3, 5, 7, 10, and 14. In addition, 62 healthy controls underwent blood collection at the start of 
the study. The serum ITIH4 levels were then quantified. We recorded early neurological deterioration (END) and poor prognosis 
(modified Rankin Scale [mRS] scores of 3–6]) six months after ICH.
Results: Serum ITIH4 levels decreased prominently in the early phase after ICH, continued to decline until day 5, then gradually 
increased until day 14, and were significantly lower during 14 days in patients than in controls. Serum ITIH4 levels on admission were 
independently associated with serum C-reactive protein levels, National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS) scores and 
hematoma volume. Admission serum ITIH4 levels were independently associated with mRS scores, END, and poor prognosis. No 
substantial differences existed in the areas under the receiver operating characteristic curve of END and poor prognosis prediction 
between the serum ITIH4 levels, NIHSS scores, and hematoma volume. Prediction models, in which serum ITIH4 levels, NIHSS 
scores, and hematoma volume were integrated, were relatively reliable and stable using a series of statistical methods. In addition, the 
prediction model of poor prognosis had a higher discriminatory ability than the NIHSS scores and hematoma volume alone.
Conclusion: A dramatic decline in serum ITIH4 levels during the early period following ICH is independently related to the 
inflammatory response, stroke severity, and poor neurologic outcomes, suggesting that serum ITIH4 may be a useful prognostic 
biomarker of ICH.
Keywords: inter-alpha-trypsin inhibitor heavy chain 4, intracerebral hemorrhage, early neurologic deterioration, prognosis, severity, 
biomarkers

Introduction
Primary intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH) is a frequently encountered cerebrovascular disorder that refers to the brain 
parenchymal accumulation of bleedings.1 It has a lower incidence than ischemic stroke, but is less treatable and lethal.2 

ICH is located in supratentorial or subtentorial space.2 Supratentorial ICH accounts for approximately 80% of cases.3 

And, supratentorial bleedings are divided into lobar and deep types.4 Main basic pathology of lobar ICH is cerebral 
amyloid angiopathy, while that of deep ICH is cerebrovascular atherosclerosis.5 Noteworthily, acute lobar ICH presents 
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a different clinical profile and a more severe early prognosis than deep type.6 In addition to the direct destruction of the 
hematoma, secondary brain injury is regarded as a pivotal factor that results in neuronal damage and neurologic 
impairment after ICH.7 The pathophysiological processes involved in secondary brain injury include inflammatory 
responses, oxidative stress and neuronal apoptosis.8 Early neurological deterioration (END) is a common complication 
believed to be a determinant of poor prognosis in ICH.9 Apart from disease diagnosis and therapies, prognosis prediction 
is a key step in clinical practice because it can aid in risk stratification, treatment individualization, and subsequent 
outcome improvement.10 Generally, clinical, radiological, and biochemical parameters are collectively used for the risk 
assessment and outcome prediction of various diseases, such as traumatic brain injury, ischemic stroke, and spontaneous 
subarachnoid hemorrhage.11–13 The National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS) and hematoma volume were 
selected as the two conventional clinical and radiological scales for ICH severity estimation.14,15 Notably, numerous 
biomarkers have been studied with increasing interest in assessing the severity and predicting the outcome of ICH.16–18

Inter-alpha-trypsin inhibitor heavy chain 4 (ITIH4) belongs to the serine protease inhibitor family and was originally 
identified as a plasma glycoprotein generated in the liver.19 It may also have anti-inflammatory properties.20,21 In some 
inflammation-implicated diseases, such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease,22 coronary heart disease,23 rheumatoid 
arthritis,24 hepatitis C,25 and sepsis,26 circulating ITIH4 levels are significantly lower in patients than in healthy controls. 
In human ischemic stroke, serum ITIH4 levels were substantially diminished, highly inversely correlated with cerebral 
infarction volume, and predominantly elevated with the improvement of cerebral ischemia.27 Another clinical study of 
acute ischemic stroke showed that serum ITIH4 initially decreased and then increased with time, and its decline was 
substantially correlated with rising inflammation, enhanced risk of recurrence, and patient mortality.28 The preceding 
data22–26 strongly imply that ITIH4, a protective anti-inflammatory factor, may be quickly depleted after acute tissue 
injury, thereby leading to a decline in circulating levels. However, it is unclear whether serum ITIH4 levels change after 
acute ICH. We enrolled a cohort of patients with ICH and a group of controls to determine the longitudinal change in 
serum ITIH4 levels and further investigated the prognostic significance of serum ITIH4 in ICH.

Materials and Methods
Study Design and Ethical Approval
This prospective cohort study, which was done at Jinhua People’s Hospital between June 2018 and December 2021, was 
assigned into two parts. First, serum ITIH4 levels were measured in all patients who provided consent for blood 
collection at admission and on days 1, 3, 5, 7, 10, and 14 after ICH. In addition, a group of healthy controls was 
enrolled to measure serum ITIH4 levels. The objective of this study was to investigate the temporal changes in serum 
ITICH4 levels following ICH. Second, serum ITIH4 levels were measured in all patients who agreed to undergo blood 
collection at admission. This study aimed to determine the prognostic potential of serum ITIH4 levels. This study was 
conducted in accordance with the guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki and its amendments. The protocol was 
approved by the Ethics Committee of Jinhua People’s Hospital (No. JPH2018014). Informed consent to participate in this 
study was signed by the patients’ proxies or controls.

Participant Selection
All the participants were recruited consecutively. The enrollment criteria for ICH patients were as follows: (1) voluntary 
offering of blood samples and compliance with study assessment; (2) a diagnosis of intracerebral hematoma via head 
computed tomography (CT) scan; (3) age of at least 18 years; (4) first-episode hemorrhagic stroke; (5) confirmation of 
supratentorial bleeding through head CT scan; (6) conservative treatment for hematoma; and (7) hospital admission of 24 
hours following the onset of symptoms. The exclusion criteria for patients with ICH were as follows: (1) presence of 
other present or previous neurological diseases, such as stroke, intracranial tumors, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, 
Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimer’s disease, intracranial infection, and multiple sclerosis; (2) presence of some coexisting 
or previous systemic or severe diseases, such as malignant tumors, congenital and acquired disorders of coagulation, 
acute coronary disease, liver cirrhosis, uremia, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and ascites; and (3) some specific 
conditions, such as pregnancy, missed visits, incomplete materials and unavailable samples.
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The inclusion criteria for controls were as follows: (1) willingness to participate in the study, (2) normal physical 
examination results, and (3) age equal to or above 18 years. The exclusion criteria for controls were as follows: (1) 
presence of chronic diseases, such as hypertension, chronic coronary disease, and diabetes mellitus; and (2) abnormal 
results in some conventional blood tests, such as blood leukocyte count, blood erythrocyte count, and blood platelet 
count.

Data Acquirement
Registered demographics included age, sex, and body mass index (BMI). BMI was estimated using the following 
equation: body weight (kg) divided by height squared (m2). Patients were asked whether they used to smoke cigarettes 
and drink alcohol and whether they presented with specific chronic diseases, such as hypertension, diabetes mellitus, and 
dyslipidemia. We also investigated the relevant medication history, such as the use of statins, anticoagulants, and 
antiplatelet agents. The recorded vital signs included heart rate, respiratory rate, body temperature, blood oxygen 
saturation, and arterial blood pressure (AP), all of which were determined noninvasively. Mean arterial blood pressure 
was calculated using the following equation: (systolic AP – diastolic AP)/3 + diastolic AP. We recorded the admission 
and blood collection times since the onset of symptoms. Hematoma-related radiological characteristics included volume 
calculated by 0.5×a×b×c29 and locations (superficial and deep). We observed whether the hematoma extended into the 
subarachnoid cavity or intraventricular space. The neurological functional status was evaluated using the NIHSS. Patients 
with an increase of NIHSS score ≥ 4 or who died within 24 h after admission were considered to have END.30 

Neurological functional recovery was appraised at six months after stroke using the modified Rankin Scale (mRS). 
mRS scores 3–6 was deemed as a poor prognosis.31

Sample Processing and Quantification of Serum ITIH4 Levels
Via the antecubital vein, 5 ml of blood was drawn from a portion of patients at admission, from another portion of 
patients at admission and at days 1, 3, 5, 7, 10 and 14, as well as from controls at their selection into the study. Blood 
samples were immediately placed into a gel-containing biochemistry tube and centrifuged (3000 × g, 20 min), the 
supernatants were isolated, and serum samples were obtained. For convenient preservation, serum was transferred into 
Eppendorf tubes and stored at –80 ◦C freezer for later measurements. Using a human ITIH4 DuoSet enzyme-linked 
immunosorbent assay kit (DY8157-05; R&D Systems, Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA), ITIH4 in serum was analyzed 
following the manufacturer’s instructions. The detection range of this kit is from 62.5 to 4000 pg/ml, intra-assay 
coefficients of variation is below 8% and inter- assay coefficients of variation is below 10%. The tests were performed 
in duplicate by the same experienced technician, who was inaccessible to clinical materials. The average values of the 
two measurements were used for the final statistical analysis.

Statistical Analysis
SPSS software 23.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) and R 3.5.1 software (https://www.r-project.org) were used for data 
processing. GraphPad Prism 7.01 (GraphPad Software Inc., San Diego, California, USA) was adopted to plot figures. 
MedCalc 20.1 (MedCalc Software, Mariakerke, Belgium) was applied to estimate sample size. The Kolmogorov– 
Smirnov test was performed to assess whether the quantitative data were normally distributed. Normally distributed 
data were summarized as mean (standard deviation, SD), and non-normally distributed data were reported as median 
(lower-upper quartiles). Differences in quantitative data between the two groups were analyzed using the independent 
samples Student’s t-test or Mann-Whitney U test based on data distribution patterns. The Kruskal–Wallis test was 
performed to compare the serum ITIH4 levels among multiple groups. Friedman’s test was used to determine the time 
course of serum ITIH4 levels at different time points after ICH. Qualitative data were presented as frequencies 
(proportions), and two-group differences were investigated using the chi-square test or Fisher’s exact test, as appropriate. 
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient was calculated for bivariate correlation analysis. The variables, which were 
significant on univariate analysis, were incorporated in multivariate model. Using serum ITIH4 levels or mRS scores as 
dependent variables, a stepwise multivariate linear regression model was constructed to ascertain the independent factors. 
Stepwise binary logistic regression analyses were performed to identify independent predictors of END and poor 
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prognosis. The ability of various variables to identify the risk of END or poor prognosis was estimated using a receiver 
operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis. A nomogram containing independent predictors was established to 
describe the prediction model for END and poor prognosis. Model stability was estimated using a calibration curve, 
efficiency was analyzed using an ROC curve, and clinical effectiveness was assessed using a decision curve. Differences 
were considered statistically significant at a two-sided P < 0.05. In this study, the least sample size was 34 for bivariate 
correlation assessment, 46 for intergroup comparison and 145 for predictive ability analysis. As for multivariable 
analysis, the least sample size of positive cases was 45. Thus, our study provided enough sample size for statistical 
analysis.

Results
Participant Enrollment and Basic Characteristics
Initially, 225 adults with first-onset supratentorial ICH who underwent hematoma conservative therapy within 24 h post- 
injury were consecutively recruited for willingness to participate in the current study according to the preset enrollment 
criteria. Afterwards, thirty-five patients were not given final permission to participate in this study because of the 
existence of other present or previous neurological diseases (13 cases), coexisting or previous systemic or severe diseases 
(17 cases), or some specific conditions (10 cases) in accordance with the exclusion criteria. Eventually, 185 patients were 
eligible for clinical analysis. Among these patients, 62 provided consent for blood collection at multiple time points. 
Thus, sixty-two controls were selected for further investigation.

This group of 62 designated patients was aged from 45 to 85 years (mean, 63.2 years; standard deviation, 11.3 years) 
and comprised 31 males and 31 females. This group of 62 controls was aged from 27 to 88 years (mean, 60.4 years; 
standard deviation, 15.8 years), as well as consisted of 37 males and 25 females. The age and sex percentages did not 
differ between the two groups (P>0.05).

Among all the patients, there were 108 males and 77 females. They had a mean age of 62.3 years, range, 43–85 years; 
standard deviation, 10.4 years. BMI ranged from 62.2 to 32.9 kg/m2 (mean, 22.9 kg/m2; standard deviation, 3.4 kg/m2). 
This study included 115 hypertensive patients, 38 diabetic individuals, 62 hyperlipidemic subjects, 71 cigarette smokers, 
and 77 alcohol drinkers. Statins, anticoagulants, and antiplatelet agents were orally administered to 51, 13, and 28 
patients, respectively. Patients were hospitalized from 0.3 to 24.0 h (median, 11.0 h; percentiles 25th-75th, 6.0–16.4 h) 
following stroke. Blood samples of patients were obtained at admission, which ranged from 0.8 to 26.7 h after stroke 
(median, 12.6 h; percentiles 25th-75th, 8.3–18.2 h). Mean values of systolic arterial pressure, diastolic arterial pressure 
and mean arterial pressure were 142.4 (range, 93–209 mmHg; standard deviation, 23.2 mmHg), 84.9 (range, 68–112 
mmHg; standard deviation, 10.0 mmHg) and 104.0 mmHg (range, 77–141 mmHg; standard deviation, 13.4 mmHg) 
respectively. There were 49 patients had superficially located hematomas and 136 had deeply located hematomas. 
Intraventricular extension of hematoma was observed in 51 patients. The extension of the hematoma into the subar-
achnoid cavity was observed in 17 patients.

Longitudinal Change of Serum ITIH4 Levels After ICH
For 62 patients, who agreed with blood-acquirement at multiple time points after injury, blood samples were obtained at 
admission, which ranged from 0.8 to 26.3 h after stroke (median, 11.7 h; percentiles 25th-75th, 7.1–17.5 h), as well as at 
days 1, 3, 5, 7, 10, and 14 after ICH. As shown in Figure 1, serum ITIH4 levels immediately diminished during the early 
period after ICH, continued to decrease, reached the lowest level on day 3, remained stable at day 5, and then gradually 
increased from day 7 until day 14, which was significantly lower during the 14 days in patients than in controls (all 
P<0.05).

Admission Serum ITIH4 Levels in Relation to Stroke Severity and Systemic 
Inflammatory Response After ICH
As listed in Table 1, serum ITIH4 levels at admission were highly correlated with the presence of diabetes mellitus, 
extension of hematoma into the intraventricular space, NIHSS scores, hematoma size, blood leukocyte count, blood 
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glucose levels, and serum C-reactive protein levels (all P<0.05). Subsequently, a multivariate linear regression model was 
constructed in which the seven significantly correlated variables were forced, and serum C-reactive protein levels (β, 
−6.436; 95% CI, −8.705–4.168; VIF, 2.382; P<0.001), NIHSS scores (β, −5.207; 95% CI, −8.716–1.697; VIF, 2.350; 
P=0.004), and hematoma size (β, −3.714; 95% CI, −5.354–2.074; VIF, 2.843; P<0.001) were retained as three 
independent factors, which were correlated with serum ITIH4 levels. As shown in Figure 2, there was a significant 
inverse correlation between serum ITIH4 levels and NIHSS scores (P<0.001), serum ITIH4 levels and hematoma size 
(P<0.001), and serum ITIH4 levels and serum C-reactive protein levels (P<0.001).

Figure 1 Longitudinal changes in serum levels of inter-alpha-trypsin inhibitor heavy chain 4 after acute intracerebral hemorrhage. Serum inter-alpha-trypsin inhibitor heavy 
chain 4 levels substantially reduced abruptly after acute stroke and remained low until day 14. Compared to controls, patients had significantly decreased serum inter-alpha- 
trypsin inhibitor heavy chain 4 levels 14 days after acute brain hemorrhage (P<0.001). 
Abbreviation: ITIH4, inter-alpha-trypsin inhibitor heavy chain 4.

Table 1 Factors Related to Serum Inter-Alpha-Trypsin Inhibitor Heavy Chain 4 Levels After Acute 
Intracerebral Hemorrhage

Components Spearman Test Univariate Linear Regression Analysis

ρ P value β (95% CI) P value

Age (years) 0.093 0.207 0.762 (−0.522–2.047) 0.243

Gender (male/female) 0.108 0.144 20.678 (−6.368–47.724) 0.133
Body mass index (kg/m2) −0.103 0.163 −2.368 (−6.366–1.629) 0.244

Hypertension −0.016 0.833 −0.819 (−28.478–26.841) 0.953

Diabetes mellitus −0.173 0.019 −35.554 (−68.350–−2.757) 0.034
Hyperlipidemia −0.109 0.140 −22.892 (−51.114–5.329) 0.111

Cigarette consumption −0.026 0.725 −3.781 (−31.360–23.798) 0.787

Alcohol consumption −0.045 0.543 7.712 (−19.478–34.902) 0.576
Previous statin use −0.028 0.702 −5.470 (−35.479–24.539) 0.720

Previous anticoagulant use −0.091 0.220 −32.776 (−85.039–19.487) 0.218

Previous antiplatelet use −0.044 0.552 −15.481 (−52.842–21.881) 0.415
Admission time since stroke (h) 0.067 0.368 1.600 (−0.099–3.299) 0.065

Sampling time since stroke (h) 0.081 0.276 1.540 (−0.104–3.184) 0.066

Systolic arterial pressure (mmHg) 0.038 0.606 0.020 (−0.560–0.600) 0.945
Diastolic arterial pressure (mmHg) −0.072 0.330 −0.855 (−2.201–0.490) 0.211

Mean arterial pressure (mmHg) −0.019 0.801 −0.293 (−1.294–0.708) 0.564

(Continued)
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Admission Serum ITIH4 Levels in Correlation with mRS Scores at Six Months After ICH
At post-stroke 6 months, mRS scores varying from 0 to 6 were observed in 20, 23, 52, 31, 28, 14, and 17 patients, 
respectively, with a median value of 2 (lower-upper quartiles, 2–4). As shown in Table 2, the variables that were closely 
correlated with six-month mRS scores on univariate analysis were diabetes mellitus, hematoma extending into the 
intraventricular space, extension of hematoma into the subarachnoid cavity, NIHSS scores, hematoma volume, blood 

Table 1 (Continued). 

Components Spearman Test Univariate Linear Regression Analysis

ρ P value β (95% CI) P value

Hemorrhagic locations (superficial/deep) −0.012 0.870 −5.190 (−35.581–25.201) 0.737

Intraventricular extension of hematoma −0.197 0.007 −38.024 (−67.527–−8.521) 0.012
Subarachnoidal extension of hematoma −0.132 0.070 −43.490 (−89.491–2.512) 0.064

NIHSS scores −0.609 < 0.001 −12.584 (−15.263–−9.905) <0.001

Hematoma size (ml) −0.648 < 0.001 −6.018 (−7.082–−4.954) <0.001
Blood leucocyte count (×109/l) −0.150 0.042 −4.361 (−8.942–0.220) 0.062

Blood glucose levels (mmol/l) −0.190 0.009 −3.646 (−6.474–−0.818) 0.012

Serum C-reactive protein levels (mg/L) −0.517 <0.001 −6.589 (−8.439–−4.739) <0.001

Abbreviations: NIHSS, National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale; 95% CI, 95% confidence interval.

Figure 2 Relation of serum inter-alpha-trypsin inhibitor heavy chain 4 levels to stroke severity and systemic inflammation of acute intracerebral hemorrhage. Serum inter- 
alpha-trypsin inhibitor heavy chain 4 levels were significantly inversely correlated with serum C-reactive protein levels (P<0.001), National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale 
scores (P<0.001), and hematoma volume (P<0.001) in acute intracerebral patients. 
Abbreviations: ITIH4, inter-alpha-trypsin inhibitor heavy chain 4; NIHSS, National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale; CRP, C-reactive protein.
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glucose levels, serum C-reactive protein levels, and serum ITIH4 levels (all P<0.05). The above-mentioned significantly 
correlative variables were entered into multivariate model. Multivariate analysis revealed that serum ITIH4 levels (β, 
−0.004; 95% CI, −0.006–0.001; VIF, 2.084; P=0.021), NIHSS score (β, 0.119; 95% CI, 0.046–0.191; VIF, 2.475; 
P=0.001), and hematoma size (β, 0.036; 95% CI, 0.001–0.071; VIF, 3.139; P=0.046) were independently correlated with 
mRS scores 6 months after hemorrhagic stroke. As shown in Figure 3, admission serum ITIH4 levels were significantly 
higher in patients with an mRS score of 0, followed by scores ranging from 1 to 5, and were substantially lower in those 
with an mRS score of 6. Admission serum ITIH4 levels were closely correlated with mRS scores at six months after ICH.

Admission Serum ITIH4 Levels Associated with Risk of END After ICH
A total of 49 patients experienced END in this cohort of ICH patients. As shown in Figure 4, patients with END had 
significantly lower serum ITIH levels at admission than those who did not experience END (P<0.001); admission serum 
ITIH4 levels substantially distinguished the risk of END (P<0.001); and serum ITIH4 levels less than 221.0 ng/ml 
predicted END with 73.5% sensitivity, 65.4% specificity, Youden index of 0.389, positive predictive value of 43.4% and 
negative predictive value of 87.3%. To investigate the relationship between serum ITIH4 levels at admission and the 
development of END, serum ITIH4 was transformed into a categorical variable using a cutoff value (namely, 221.0 ng/ 
ml), which was selected in accordance with the Youden method. As shown in Table 3, as opposed to patients without 
END development, those presenting with END exhibited substantially increased percentages of diabetes mellitus, 
intraventricular extension of hematoma, admission serum ITIH4 levels below 221.0 ng/ml, and dramatically increased 
NIHSS scores, hematoma size, serum C-reactive protein levels, and blood glucose levels (all P<0.05). The preceding 
significant variables on univariate analysis were forced into the multivariate model. Using binary logistic regression 

Table 2 Factors Related to Modified Rankin Scale Scores at Six Months After Acute Intracerebral Hemorrhage

Components Spearman Test Univariate Linear Regression Analysis

ρ P value β (95% CI) P value

Age (years) −0.001 0.985 −0.006 (−0.030–0.019) 0.652

Gender (male/female) −0.106 0.151 −0.361 (−0.867–0.145) 0.161
Body mass index (kg/m2) 0.029 0.695 0.001 (−0.074–0.076) 0.981

Hypertension 0.030 0.680 0.085 (−0.432–0.602) 0.746

Diabetes mellitus 0.148 0.044 0.654 (0.031–1.259) 0.039
Hyperlipidemia 0.062 0.401 0.221 (−0.310–0.751) 0.413

Cigarette consumption −0.081 0.275 −0.261 (−0.775–0.253) 0.318

Alcohol consumption −0.132 0.074 −0.462 (−0.966–0.042) 0.072
Previous statin use 0.054 0.466 0.164 (−0.397–0.725) 0.565

Previous anticoagulant use −0.010 0.887 −0.117 (−1.098–0.864) 0.814

Previous antiplatelet use −0.039 0.599 −0.222 (−0.921–0.477) 0.531
Admission time since stroke (h) 0.043 0.563 −0.002 (−0.032–0.032) 0.983

Sampling time since stroke (h) 0.053 0.473 0.003 (−0.028–0.034) 0.836

Systolic arterial pressure (mmHg) −0.105 0.155 −0.002 (−0.013–0.008) 0.669
Diastolic arterial pressure (mmHg) 0.052 0.480 0.012 (−0.013–0.037) 0.339

Mean arterial pressure (mmHg) −0.016 0.824 0.002 (−0.017–0.021) 0.821

Hemorrhagic locations (superficial/deep) 0.123 0.095 0.542 (−0.021–1.104) 0.059
Intraventricular extension of hematoma 0.239 0.001 0.868 (0.321–1.415) 0.002

Subarachnoidal extension of hematoma 0.134 0.070 0.887 (0.028–1.745) 0.043

NIHSS scores 0.589 < 0.001 0.243 (0.194–0.292) <0.001
Hematoma size (ml) 0.639 < 0.001 0.103 (0.082–0.124) <0.001

Blood leucocyte count (×109/l) −0.034 0.643 −0.028 (−0.114–0.059) 0.527

Blood glucose levels (mmol/l) 0.260 <0.001 0.128 (0.077–0.178) <0.001
Serum C-reactive protein levels (mg/L) 0.309 <0.001 0.092 (0.055–0.128) <0.001

Serum ITIH4 levels (ng/ml) −0.532 <0.001 −0.009 (−0.012–−0.007) <0.001

Abbreviations: NIHSS, National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale; 95% CI, 95% confidence interval; ITIH4, inter-alpha-trypsin inhibitor heavy chain 4.
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analysis, NIHSS scores (odds ratio, 1.228;95% CI, 1.053–1.432; P=0.009), hematoma size (odds ratio, 1.074;95% CI, 
1.031–1.120; P=0.001), and serum ITIH4 levels < 221.0 ng/ml (odds ratio, 2.356; 95% CI, 1.036–5.359; P=0.047) were 
independent predictors of END. As plotted in Figure 5, a nomogram in which NIHSS scores, hematoma size, and 
admission serum ITIH4 levels were incorporated visually represented the END prediction model. Moreover, the model 
had comparative stability under the calibration curve (Figure 6) and showed relative clinical effectiveness in the decision 
curve analysis (Figure 7). However, the model did not exhibit a significantly higher predictive ability than either the 
NIHSS score or hematoma size (both P>0.05) under the ROC curve (Figure 8).

Admission Serum ITIH4 Levels Related to Poor Prognosis at Six Months After ICH
Ninety patients had a poor prognosis 6 months after ICH. As shown in Figure 9, admission serum ITIH levels were 
significantly diminished in patients with poor prognosis compared to those with good prognosis (P<0.001), whereas 
admission serum ITIH4 levels efficiently discriminated patients at risk of poor prognosis (P<0.001). And serum ITIH4 
levels less than 279.0 ng/ml predicted END with 87.8% sensitivity, 54.7% specificity, Youden index of 0.425, positive 
predictive value of 64.8% and negative predictive value of 82.5%. Furthermore, to perform a prognosis analysis, serum 
ITIH4 was identified as a qualitative variable using a cut-off value (namely, 279.0 ng/ml), which was chosen based on the 
Youden method. As shown in Table 4, in contrast to patients presenting with a good prognosis, those with a poor 
prognosis displayed markedly elevated proportions of diabetes mellitus, intraventricular extension of hematoma, and 
admission serum ITIH4 levels less than 279.0 ng/ml, as well as markedly enhanced NIHSS scores, hematoma size, serum 

Figure 3 Elationship between serum inter-alpha-trypsin inhibitor heavy chain 4 levels and modified Rankin Scale scores at six months after acute intracerebral hemorrhage. 
Serum inter-alpha-trypsin inhibitor heavy chain 4 levels were highly correlated with modified Rankin Scale scores (P<0.001) and were markedly reduced in the order of 
modified Rankin Scale scores from 0 to 6 in patients with ICH (P<0.001). 
Abbreviations: ITIH4, inter-alpha-trypsin inhibitor heavy chain 4; mRS, modified Rankin Scale.
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C-reactive protein levels, and blood glucose levels (all P<0.05). A binary logistic regression model was constructed, in 
which the preceding seven significant variables were entered, and it was verified that predictors, which were indepen-
dently associated with poor prognosis, were NIHSS scores (odds ratio, 1.225;95% CI, 1.061–1.415; P=0.006), hematoma 

Figure 4 Relationship between serum inter-alpha-trypsin inhibitor heavy chain 4 levels and early neurologic deterioration after acute intracerebral hemorrhage. Serum inter- 
alpha-trypsin inhibitor heavy chain 4 levels were dramatically lower in patients with early neurological deterioration than in those without (P<0.001). Under the receiver 
operating characteristic curve, serum levels effectively predicted early neurological deterioration after an acute stroke (P<0.001). Arrow indicates cutoff value of serum 
inter-alpha-trypsin inhibitor heavy chain 4 levels. 
Abbreviations: ITIH4, inter-alpha-trypsin inhibitor heavy chain 4; END, early neurologic deterioration.

Table 3 Factors Related to Early Neurologic Deterioration After Acute Intracerebral Hemorrhage

Components Univariate Analysis Univariate Logistic Regression 
Analysis

END Non-END P values OR (95% CI) P values

Age (years) 60.0±10.1 63.2±10.5 0.064 0.970 (0.940–1.002) 0.065

Gender (male/female) 29/20 79/57 0.894 1.046 (0.539–2.032) 0.894
Body mass index (kg/m2) 23.2±3.0 22.8±3.5 0.452 1.038 (0.942–1.143) 0.450

Hypertension 32 (65.3%) 83 (61.0%) 0.597 1.202 (0.608–2. 377) 0.597

Diabetes mellitus 16 (32.7%) 22 (16.2%) 0.014 2.512 (1.185–5.327) 0.016
Hyperlipidemia 14 (28.3%) 48 (35.3%) 0.393 0.733 (0.360–1.496) 0.394

Cigarette consumption 18 (36.7%) 53 (39.0%) 0.783 0.909 (0.463–1.787) 0.783

Alcohol consumption 19 (38.8%) 58 (42.7%) 0.637 0.852 (0.437–1.661) 0.638
Previous statin use 11 (22.5%) 40 (29.4%) 0.350 0.695 (0.323–1.494) 0.351

(Continued)
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size (odds ratio, 1.069; 95% CI, 1.009–1.133; P=0.023), and admission serum ITIH4 levels below 279.0 ng/ml (odds 
ratio, 2.949; 95% CI, 1.270–6.846; P=0.012). As shown in Figure 10, a nomogram composed of NIHSS scores, 
hematoma size, and admission serum ITIH4 levels was built to delineate the prognosis prediction model. Using 
calibration curve analysis, the model remained stable (Figure 11), and using decision curve analysis, the model was 

Table 3 (Continued). 

Components Univariate Analysis Univariate Logistic Regression 
Analysis

END Non-END P values OR (95% CI) P values

Previous anticoagulant use 3 (6.1%) 10 (7.4%) 0.773 0.822 (0.217–3.118) 0.773
Previous antiplatelet use 11 (22.5%) 17 (12.5%) 0.096 2.026 (0.873–4.702) 0.100

Admission time since stroke (h) 12.4 (7.5–18.6) 10.2 (5.9–15.3) 0.207 1.030 (0.989–1.073) 0.151

Sampling time since stroke (h) 15.0 (9.0–20.6) 12.3 (7.9–17.9) 0.223 1.031 (0.991–1.072) 0.132
Systolic arterial pressure (mmHg) 139.6±24.9 143.4±22.6 0.320 0.992 (0.978–1.007) 0.319

Diastolic arterial pressure (mmHg) 83.3±7.7 85.4±10.6 0.219 0.979 (0.946–1.013) 0.219

Mean arterial pressure (mmHg) 102.1±12.9 104.7±13.6 0.238 0.985 (0.960–1.010) 0.238
Hemorrhagic locations (superficial/deep) 11/38 38/98 0.455 0.747 (0.346–1.610) 0.456

Intraventricular extension of hematoma 19 (38.8%) 32 (23.5%) 0.041 2.058 (1.024–4.137) 0.043

Subarachnoidal extension of hematoma 7 (14.3%) 10 (7.4%) 0.158 2.100 (0.752–5.865) 0.157
NIHSS scores 11 (10–14) 8 (5–10.5) < 0.001 1.333 (1.190–1.492) < 0.001

Hematoma size (ml) 19 (13–27.9) 9.8 (5.5–15.8) < 0.001 1.097 (1.057–1.138) < 0.001

Blood leucocyte count (×109/l) 7.8 (5.0–10.3) 7.6 (5.9–9.7) 0.887 0.992 (0.886–1.110) 0.884
Blood glucose levels (mmol/l) 12.6 (9.0–16.7) 10.4 (8.8–12.5) 0.013 1.096 (1.023–1.173) 0.009

Serum C-reactive protein levels (mg/l) 17.2 (9.6–20.2) 12.9 (8.5–16.1) 0.004 1.072 (1.018–1.130) 0.009

Serum ITIH4 levels <221.0 ng/ml 35 (71.4%) 47 (34.6%) <0.001 4.734 (2.319–9.662) <0.001

Notes: Data were shown in form of count (percentage), mean ± standard deviation or median (upper-lower quartile). Intergroup comparisons were done 
using the Chi-square test, Fisher exact test, Student’s t-test or Mann-Whitney test. 
Abbreviations: NIHSS, National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale; 95% CI, 95% confidence interval; ITIH4, inter-alpha-trypsin inhibitor heavy chain 4; OR, 
odds ratio; END, early neurologic deterioration.

Figure 5 Nomogram displaying combination model for predicting early neurologic deterioration following acute intracerebral hemorrhage. The model was composed of 
serum inter-alpha-trypsin inhibitor heavy chain 4, National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale scores, and hematoma volume and was able to efficiently discriminate patients at 
risk of early neurologic deterioration after acute intracerebral hemorrhage. 
Abbreviations: ITIH4, inter-alpha-trypsin inhibitor heavy chain 4; NIHSS, National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale.
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clinically effective. (Figure 12). Intriguingly, using ROC curve analysis (Figure 13), the predictive efficiency of the 
model was significantly higher than that of NIHSS scores or hematoma size (both P<0.05).

Discussion
Clinical data regarding ischemic stroke have shown that circulating ITIH4 levels may diminish after acute brain 
injury.27,28 Nevertheless, serum ITIH4 levels of in humans after acute ICH remain unclear. We undertook this clinical 
investigation to discern the time course of serum ITIH4 levels following acute ICH, and subsequently found that serum 
ITIH4 levels were abruptly reduced after stroke, with a profoundly lowest level at days 3 and 5, and then gradually 
increased until day 14, as well as noteworthily, serum ITIH4 levels of patients during fourteen days were pronouncedly 
lower than those of controls. Using univariate and sequential multivariate analyses, we confirmed that serum ITIH4 
levels were independently correlated with 6-month mRS scores, NIHSS scores, hematoma volume, and serum C-reactive 

Figure 6 Calibration curve showing model stability for predicting early neurologic deterioration after acute intracerebral hemorrhage. The prediction model showed good 
stability for predicting early neurological deterioration after acute intracerebral the calibration curve. 
Abbreviation: END, early neurologic deterioration.

Figure 7 Decision curve verifying clinical benefit of model for predicting early neurologic deterioration after acute intracerebral hemorrhage. The prediction model had 
a medium-high clinical benefit for predicting early neurological deterioration after acute ICH, according to the decision curve.
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Figure 8 Receiver operating characteristic curve with respect to the predictive value of combination model for early neurologic deterioration after acute intracerebral 
hemorrhage. The predictive ability of the model was similar to that of the National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale scores and hematoma volume (both P>0.05). 
Abbreviations: NIHSS, National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale; AUC, area under the curve; 95% CI, 95% confidence interval; ns, non-significant.

Figure 9 Relationship between serum inter-alpha-trypsin inhibitor heavy chain 4 levels and poor neurologic functional outcome six months after acute intracerebral 
hemorrhage. Serum inter-alpha-trypsin inhibitor heavy chain 4 levels were significantly lower in patients with poor prognosis than in those with good prognosis (P<0.001). 
Under the receiver operating characteristic curve, these levels efficiently distinguished patients at risk of poor prognosis after acute cerebral hemorrhage (P<0.001). Arrow 
indicates cutoff value of serum inter-alpha-trypsin inhibitor heavy chain 4 levels. 
Abbreviation: ITIH4, inter-alpha-trypsin inhibitor heavy chain 4.
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protein levels. In addition, serum ITIH4 level emerged as an independent predictor of END and six-month poor 
prognosis. Our most intriguing finding was that prediction models of poor prognosis, but not END, in which NIHSS 
scores, hematoma volume, and serum ITIH4 levels were incorporated, may be of great clinical value under the ROC, 
calibration, and decision curves. Therefore, serum ITIH4, acting as an inflammation-related factor, may serve as 
a promising biomarker for severity stratification and prognostic prediction, thereby facilitating the clinical work of 
prognostication in ICH.

An increasing body of data strongly supports the assumption that ITIH4 exerts a protective effect on injured cells, 
tissues, and organs by regulating JAK-STAT signaling32 and nuclear factor kappa-B signaling.33 Notably, circulating 
ITIH4 has potential as an anti-inflammatory biomarker for severity assessment and prognosis prediction in numerous 
diseases such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, coronary heart disease, rheumatoid arthritis, sepsis, and hepatitis 
C.22–26 In five patients with acute ischemic stroke, there was a dominant downregulation of blood ITIH4 levels within 72 
h after injury, which significantly increased when patients recovered.27 In another group of acute ischemic stroke patients, 
serum ITIH4 levels immediately decreased at admission, gradually decreased until day 3, and then increased until day 
30.28 In our study, there was an obvious trend in which serum ITIH4 levels significantly declined in the initial phase, and 
thereafter substantially increased until 14 days after ICH. Taken together, these results suggest that ITIH4 may be 
partially depleted following acute brain injury. In other words, such a finding is strongly supportive of the notion that 
ITIH4 may be a protective factor during acute brain injury. In addition, serum ITIH4 levels are inversely correlated with 
serum TNF-α, interleukin-1beta, interleukin-6 and interleukin-17A in humans with acute ischemic stroke.28 C-reactive 
protein (CRP) is an acute-phase reaction protein, and its levels can reflect the extent of the systemic inflammatory 

Table 4 Factors Related to Poor Prognosis at Six Months After Acute Intracerebral Hemorrhage

Components Univariate Analysis Univariate Logistic Regression Analysis

Poor Prognosis Good Prognosis P value OR (95% CI) P value

Age (years) 62.4±10.0 62.3±10.9 0.969 1.001 (0.973–1.029) 0.968

Gender (male/female) 47/43 61/34 0.098 0.609 (0.338–1.098) 0.099
Body mass index (kg/m2) 23.0±3.3 22.9±3.5 0.890 1.006 (0.923–1.097) 0.889

Hypertension 61 (67.8%) 54 (56.8%) 0.125 1.597 (0.876–2.911) 0.126

Diabetes mellitus 24 (26.7%) 14 (14.7%) 0.045 2.104 (1.009–4.387) 0.047
Hyperlipidemia 31 (34.4%) 31 (32.6%) 0.794 1.085 (0.589–1.998) 0.794

Cigarette consumption 30 (33.3%) 41 (43.2%) 0.170 0.659 (0.362–1.197) 0.171

Alcohol consumption 32 (35.6%) 45 (47.4%) 0.103 0.613 (0.340–1.106) 0.104
Previous statin use 26 (28.9%) 25 (26.3%) 0.695 1.137 (0.597–2.169) 0.696

Previous anticoagulant use 5 (5.6%) 8 (8.4%) 0.446 0.640 (0.201–2.034) 0.449

Previous antiplatelet use 12 (13.3%) 16 (16.8%) 0.506 0.760 (0.338–1.710) 0.507
Admission time since stroke (h) 10.9 (6.8–14.7) 11.6 (5.7–17.8) 0.660 0.982 (0.947–1.020) 0.351

Sampling time since stroke (h) 12.6 (8.7–16.8) 12.6 (7.6–20.3) 0.702 0.986 (0.952–1.022) 0.453

Systolic arterial pressure (mmHg) 140.2±23.4 144.4±22.9 0.216 0.992 (0.980–1.005) 0.216
Diastolic arterial pressure (mmHg) 85.0±10.2 84.7±9.7 0.818 1.003 (0.975–1.033) 0.817

Mean arterial pressure (mmHg) 103.4±13.6 104.6±13.3 0.550 0.993 (0.972–1.015) 0.548

Hemorrhagic locations (superficial/deep) 27/63 22/73 0.292 1.422 (0.738–2.741) 0.293
Intraventricular extension of hematoma 33 (36.7%) 18 (19.0%) 0.007 2.477 (1.269–4.833) 0.008

Subarachnoidal extension of hematoma 12 (13.3%) 5 (5.3%) 0.058 2.769 (0.934–8.207) 0.066

NIHSS scores 11 (9–13) 7 (3–9) < 0.001 1.423 (1.271–1.594) < 0.001
Hematoma size (ml) 18.3 (11.6–26) 8 (4.0–13.4) < 0.001 1.147 (1.096–1.200) < 0.001

Blood leucocyte count (×109/l) 7.7 (5.2–10.5) 7.6 (6.1–9.2) 0.655 0.976 (0.883–1.078) 0.630

Blood glucose levels (mmol/l) 11.8 (8.8–16.0) 10.5 (8.9–11.9) 0.018 1.116 (1.041–1.195) 0.002
Serum C-reactive protein levels (mg/l) 15.4 (9.6–19.5) 13.1 (7.9–15.7) 0.007 1.071 (1.021–1.123) 0.005

Serum ITIH4 levels < 279.0 ng/ml 78 (86.7%) 43 (45.3%) <0.001 7.860 (3.789–16.308) <0.001

Notes: Data were shown in form of count (percentage), mean ± standard deviation or median (upper-lower quartile). Intergroup comparisons were done using the Chi- 
square test, Fisher exact test, Student’s t-test or Mann-Whitney test. 
Abbreviations: NIHSS, National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale; 95% CI, 95% confidence interval; ITIH4, inter-alpha-trypsin inhibitor heavy chain 4; OR, odds ratio.
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response in ICH.34 Our study showed that serum C-reactive protein levels were independently inversely correlated with 
serum ITIH4 levels in the cohort of patients with ICH. These data suggest that ITIH4 may be an anti-inflammatory factor 
with protective functions in acute brain injury.

In a previous study of acute ischemic stroke patients, significantly reduced serum ITIH4 levels were highly correlated 
with infarct volume, as determined using computed tomography.27 Another study showed that serum ITIH4 levels, which 
substantially diminished after acute ischemic stroke, are intimately associated with disease recurrence and mortality.28 

Notably, we continued to perform multivariate analysis and subsequently found some interesting results that serum ITIH4 
levels were independently associated with END and poor prognosis six months after ICH. Moreover, prediction models 
for END and poor prognosis were built, and their stability, efficiency, and clinical benefits were verified using a series of 

Figure 10 Nomogram describing six-month prognosis prediction model in acute intracerebral hemorrhage. Serum inter-alpha-trypsin inhibitor heavy chain 4, National 
Institutes of Health Stroke Scale scores, and hematoma volume were integrated into the combination model, which efficiently predicted a poor prognosis after acute 
intracerebral hemorrhage. 
Abbreviations: ITIH4, inter-alpha-trypsin inhibitor heavy chain 4; NIHSS, National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale.

Figure 11 Calibration curve demonstrating stability of six-month prognosis prediction model in acute intracerebral hemorrhage. The prognosis prediction model was rather 
stable in acute intracerebral hemorrhage under calibration curve.
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statistical methods. Interestingly, the prognosis prediction model showed higher discriminatory effectiveness than the 
NIHSS scores and hematoma size alone, but the END prediction model did not. Thus, serum ITIH4 levels may represent 
a promising prognostic biomarker for ICH.

This study has several strengths and weaknesses. The strengths of this study are as follows: (1) serum ITIH4 levels 
after ICH were measured to investigate their dynamic changes, (2) relationships between serum ITIH4 levels and the 
severity and prognosis of ICH were analyzed using multivariate analysis, and (3) only patients with supratentorial 
bleeding were included in this study, and homogeneity was guaranteed. The weaknesses of this study are that (1) a poor 
prognosis (mRS scores of 3–6) is easily accepted as an outcome parameter of ICH.31 In this group of patients, 17 cases 
had mRS score 6, meaning that 17 patients died within six months after ICH. Thus, six-month mortality was 9.2% (17/ 
185). This was an all-cause death rate. Because of a very small sample size in the deceased, it does not fit requirements of 
statistical analysis. Moreover, death (mRS score 6) is a component of mRS, and some relevant statistical methods have 
been currently employed for demonstrating relationship between serum ITIH4 levels and mRS scores. In other words, 
serum ITIH4 may be a prognostic biomarker of ICH, which has been verified using univariate and multivariate analysis 

Figure 12 Decision curve showing clinical benefit of six-month prognosis prediction model in acute intracerebral hemorrhage. The prognosis prediction model had 
a comparative clinical benefit in acute intracerebral hemorrhage under the decision curve.

Figure 13 Receiver operating characteristic curve for analyzing the prognostic predictive performance of the combination model in acute intracerebral hemorrhage. The 
prognostic ability of the prediction model was significantly higher than that of the National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale scores and the hematoma volume alone (both 
P<0.05). 
Abbreviations: NIHSS, National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale; AUC, area under the curve; 95% CI, 95 confidence interval; * P<0.05.
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in this study. Admittedly, it is better that more patients should be enrolled in future and thereafter a relation of serum 
ITIH4 levels to mortality would be investigated. (2) although we reported the longitudinal change of serum ITIH4 levels 
after ICH, the prognostic predictive ability of serum ITIH4 levels was not compared among multiple time-points because 
of a small sample size in such a group of patients who provided consent for blood-collections at multiple time-points. 
Hence, it may be clinically valuable to further investigate prognostic predictive performance of serum ITIH4 levels at 
multiple time-points after ICH. (3) the conclusions of this study should be validated in a larger cohort study because the 
current study was performed at a single center.

Conclusions
Serum ITIH4 levels immediately diminished upon admission after ICH and continuously declined until day 14. The 
levels, which were independently correlated with systemic inflammation and stroke severity, were independently 
associated with END and 6-month neurologic functional outcome. Notably, the prediction model, which was composed 
of serum ITIH4, NIHSS scores, and hematoma volume, displayed a high discriminatory efficiency. Our data offer 
sufficient evidence to support the hypothesis that serum ITIH4, which can act as an anti-inflammatory factor and possess 
neuroprotective effects, may serve as a useful prognostic biomarker in human ICH.
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